
The Markets
‘Disappointing’ is probably the best way to describe how shipping 
markets performed in 2014.  We started the year with plenty of 
optimism that this was going to be a strong year for bulkcarriers 
in particular.  The huge newbuilding backlog had been largely 
absorbed, and expected stronger imports of raw materials into 
China gave optimism for the year ahead.  Analysts around the world 
predicted a ‘very strong’ year for capesize bulkcarriers in particular, 
with rates expected to peak at anything between US$60-80,000 per 
day.  Charterers leapt to take ships in on period and the sale and 
purchase market was fizzing with a continued influx of private equity 
money.  When an acutely depressing second quarter morphed into 
a horrendous third quarter, confidence began to dessert the market, 
but those same analysts continued to predict ‘a strong fourth quarter’.
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ᣓṱቴ᭔
2014 ጆᖔᣓṱቴ᭔ቔሳኗሺᆖቫᨋᑳᏑ៕ྺ
ጆᗆᏝᬂ₺⚃ዩῤᛄᦕᚅᦱᘅᖔᆎጆྸ
ሃᒄᚅᮮ᪰ቴ᭔ྺᆸᖔᵨ᪰ᇅኄ
ቴ᭔᎑ጒྸᇐᥲᦕ᳁ᆎᐄ⁝ቆឝᏺ᠔᳁ᆴ᰾
ẦᬂᑯᏝỼኅᑳᆎጆᖔቴ᭔ᙰ₺⚃Ἅᙎྺ
ራᛝዝዩᖔᦔ៑ᆫᢴᢴẦ 2014 ጆዶᨋᑄᘣ
ᮮ᪰ቴ᭔ᦕᵱᆟᇬᦱᘅྸ ẦᲧᩚቔṵ
ᐅᇽ 6-8 ᷧᜐᇤᖔᤲ០ྺᢝ៑ᆫᢴᢴᮽᢝ᪰
ጹ᪰ᲪⅧቴ᭔ᆫሽὋᆔᇏ␓ᯥᆘᖔᐲᴈᗑ
⃚⊵ྺ፣ᚅྸ᷀ሺᆖᕭᬿᖔ᪆ᆕᓔᙎὀ♅ጎ
ቔᔅᖔ᪆ᆢᓔᙎ᠗ྸቴ᭔ᗡላᤰᆥ᳕ᓋᥒᵣྸ
⏫ᰈᑧᦔ៑ᇠᰈẦ᪆ቧᓔᙎᦕᵱ⑲ᦱྺ

The arrival of the fourth quarter saw bulkcarrier rates hovering around 
a low point for the year, but there was indeed an upturn as the 
final weeks of the year dawned.  Hardly the ‘boom’ that had been 
predicted, but the very fact that most owners with ships on the spot 
market finally managed to get close to the cash break even required 
for a newbuilding was seen in many quarters as a positive.

The sad fact remains that many owners saw 2014 as a year to bank 
some cash before the flood of newbuildings, particularly in the dry 
cargo market, hit the water next year and into 2016.  Last year, we 
commented on the high level of equity funding which had helped 
push up liquidity in both the newbuilding and secondhand markets.  

᪆ቧᓔᙎᮮ᪰Ყᩚᇠᰈዪጆ፨⏽ᦹᙕྸ
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Ầᑅᖔ⍺Ἥྸ ፣ᑦỷᆥᆸደ₪ᮽቴ᭔ᖔ
᪰ᕂ᪙ᔰጙᆔᝄ⎿ᵨ᪰ᔏ․ᖔ᧚ᗋጒሐቶ⊀ᖔ
ᤇᙼᖆᕬ  ྸ ᚅደងᓔᙎሳᑳ┧ᦶᖔ≋ᵸᲠྺ

ቔᮂᖔᚅྸᙓደ᪰ᕂᦕ 2014 ጆᲑᛄቔሳዪ
ᵨ᪰ᔷጆᒬᙘጆᯥᆘቴ᭔ᗾᦕṱ⌿ጒᆘዻᆘ
ፌᖔጆዀྸᡠ፴ᚅᤶᮮቴ᭔ྺቓጆྸᏝᮻ
Ე⁀ᆸᖫ☁≿Ṛᚅ᧥ᤲᵨ᪰ᒬᆕሎ᪰ቴ᭔

‘Disappointing’ is probably 
the best way to describe 
how shipping markets 
performed in 2014
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Much of that money poured in on the back of a sales pitch that 
newbuilding prices were at historic lows and with the advent of new 
eco-ship designs, there had never had been a better time to order 
ships as capital appreciation was guaranteed.  With those ships now 
close to delivery and newbuilding prices under pressure, that capital 
appreciation is simply not there.  Moving from an asset appreciation 
model to an earnings model may well test the patience of investors 
whose horizon is at best short term and who certainly did not enter 
the shipping business for the paltry returns which are now on offer.  
   
At least the flood 
of new money 
in the form of 
equity investors 
appears to be 
slowing and 
those companies 
who had brought 
such funds to the 
market are now 
frantically trying 
to secure the 
debt element 
which is needed 
to fund their 
new ships when 
they start to 
roll out next 
year.  Whilst the 
falling oil price 
in recent weeks 
has brought 
some respite for 
owners in the form of cheaper bunkers, it does, ironically, erode some 
of the advantages of the ‘eco-ships’ which were the bedrock of the 
spate of ordering over the past couple of years.  Cheaper bunkers 
could also turn against us, by making slow steaming less attractive 
and effectively increasing capacity on the water.

Whilst the capesize market always dominates dry cargo analysts’ 
forecasts, the smaller sizes have suffered an equally punishing year 
and have not really seen the same pick up in earnings the larger ships 
have enjoyed in recent weeks.  Panamax bulkers in particular had a 
gruesome year, with earnings around midyear at a scarcely credible 
US$3,337 per day, truly lay-up territory.  A forty five per cent increase 
in rate in July would be cause for celebration in most markets, but 
when that only lifted rates to a derisory US$4,900, celebration was the 
last thing on Owner’s minds.  A pick up in U.S. and Black Sea grain 
exports gave some firmer rates into the autumn, but we are still well 
short of achieving profitability in this sector.  The well documented 
suspension of nickel ore and bauxite exports out of Indonesia had 
a significant impact on handymax/handysize rates over the course 
of the year, but at least rates remained fairly resilient, ranging from 
a largely unprofitable US$7,000 per day to a more-or-less breakeven 
of US$10,300 for supramaxes during the summer.  The depletion of 
stockpiles in China may give some cause for optimism in the short 
term, but the 400+ newbuildings on order cast a cloud over the 
market going forward.

ᚯᥒṚᗑሠቶᖔ᳸ሎྺᆸᖔ⃚⊵ᾜ⋂ᵨ᪰
ᔜᥪᤲ០ḱ⇴ጹፂྸᵨ᪰⁀ᠴᬯ∘ቡᵨ፨ྺ
⋂䤱ᵨኖἍᝃ᪰ᖔᥥራྸᝄ⎿ᵨ᪰፥ᛄ
Ṛኄ⁝ᗨ━ᖔᬫᑮ᠗ᮽᒌᑳᆔྺዪᑧ
᪰ᇅ᧚ᗋኯሴጹᵨ᪰⁀ᠴᝢ⎒ᆥὐᖔ⋻ᆝྸ
Ṛኄᇵᖔᖟ᳗ᑣᇏዻዪྺᦸṚᩥ⁝₶ጇᒌ
ᛩ፶₶ጇᖔ⑲ᮧᗝᦧጸ♐ᏮṚᖦᖔᜓላྸሷ
ᖔᱴ᩶⏽ᚅኗᬫᰰᖔ᠗᳗⍊ᦶዦ᭗ྸጹᇏᚅ
ቆᆘዪᾂዦ᭗ᩚᵸ፨ᖔᣓṱᵳᥐྺ

ᵨᖔᖫ☁ᏮṚ⃚⊵
ᯥᆘቴ᭔ᖔᙎ
᪙ᔰᔮℚᆔྸᑚᑧ
᱒ቴ᭔ᦨᑳṚᗑᖔ
ᗑᇩቜኈὰᐩዩ
ṅỜṁᐏᥐᥥ⒕ྸ
ᖁᒚᛄᔷጆᦕᝁ
ኯሴᖔ᪰⍊ᦶ
ᔏ․Ṛᗑྺ⏫ᰈᬫ
ᗋ᭶Ჿᕫ⁀ᖔᆣᲶ
᱒᪰ᕂᦨᑳᆔᬼ៵
ᖔ∕ᵱྸ፣ሺᆖ
⊓ᒋᖔᚅྸᆫ
ዘ᠗ᥒᵣᆔ᪰ᕂ
ṻቓ᭶ጆ᧚ᝄ⎿
ኖἍ᪰ᖔ⃚ᧆྺ
ᗤᓘᖔ∲᠔ጙ
ቔᣋᵱᑯᝡ፨

ᣓᖔឃ╿ቫቓ᎑ሊᆝྸᦸጹᆸ᭲⁝ቆᡊᆥᖔ
᪰₪ྺ

ᡊ⨷ᘣ᪰ቴ᭔ᆎᖗሯ⇧ᤶᮮᦔ៑ᖔẦྸ
ᆾᘣ᪰Ᾱᆸᘣ᪰ᆎ₯ↄṹᆔἓᨬᖔᆎጆྸ
፣ᗾᖦᘈᐕᣋᑩᒜᒌᙘᖦᬫᗋ᭶Ჿᖔᰟྺ
Ỽሆ᠁ᤰᘣᮮ᪰ᑳῨྸᇡጆᚅቔᔅᖔᆎጆྺ
ጆᇐᖔሕᢝᗑᲶᒌᇏቔ᷿ᗡᖔ 3,337 ᜐᇤྸ
ᇅ᧚ᗋ᳘᷿ᖔዩᐄྺᆑሗዀᢝᗑᆥὐ 45% ᑯ
ᆸᬀዀቴ᭔☂ᒨྸ፣ሆ᠁ᤰᘣᮮ᪰ᆥὐᒌ
ቔ₊ᖔ 4,900 ᜐᇤྸ᪰ᕂᢂᚅᨢឫᰇᩀྺ⏫ᰈ
ᜐᥲᒬ᳸ᡊዩᥗ⑅ᝪቃᆴᖔ⁝ቆᑯᜂᓔᖔᲧᩚ
ᩦጙᆥὐྸ፣⒉ỷᛩ፶ᖔሠቶ⏎ጙᆎᓖ
Ჲ⒉ྺዔᙎተፎᑨ€᤹⑾╟ኤᒬ↔ᆵቃᆴᖔ
ᇭᡆ៵Ỽ♮ᗤᘣ᪰ቴ᭔ጙᆎᓖ⁼◟ྸ፣ፂሂ
Ყᩚᗨᙰᆔᆎᓖᖔ⁻ᔇྸូᓔᆸ♮ᗤᘣᮮ᪰
ᦸᰇ፶ቔỜᖔᐅሕ 7,000ᜐᇤᒌᔋደᔋሂᗨኄᖔ
10,300ᜐᇤᇓ᳗ᦹᙕྺᇐᥲ៧ዻᇏᑌᖔᡆ៵ቔ
ᣋ᱒ቴ᭔ᦨᑳᰰᮽᖔ₺⚃Ἅᙎྸ፣ኈዪᙏᖔ
Ჯṻ 400 ≯ᖔᵨ᪰ᦕ᱒ቴ᭔῁ᆥᬐ⁼ྺ
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in rate in July would be cause for celebration in most markets, but 
when that only lifted rates to a derisory US$4,900, celebration was the 
last thing on Owner’s minds.  A pick up in U.S. and Black Sea grain 
exports gave some firmer rates into the autumn, but we are still well 
short of achieving profitability in this sector.  The well documented 
suspension of nickel ore and bauxite exports out of Indonesia had 
a significant impact on handymax/handysize rates over the course 
of the year, but at least rates remained fairly resilient, ranging from
a largely unprofitable US$7,000 per day to a more-or-less breakeven 
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In the tanker market, 
VLCC rates improved and 
strengthened to US$35,000 
per day in the summer, having 
bounced around between 
US$20-25,000 for the first 
eight months of the year and 
there is a sense of optimism 
for a strong end to the year. 
Going forward, a significant 
orderbook placed at the end 
of 2013 may put pressure 
on the market, certainly for 
older ships where increasingly 
values seem to be under 
pressure.  The VLCC market 
is now dominated by Chinese 
charterers, particularly 
with increased domestic 
production in the USA, but 
the significant growth of the 
Chinese controlled VLCC fleet, 
in terms of both contracted 
newbuildings and anticipated 
orders may well see foreign 
controlled ships increasingly 
restricted in this market. 

Other sectors of the tanker market followed the pattern of VLCCs, but 
the future of the oil trades is increasingly hard to predict.  Changing 
trade patterns with more long haul crude cargoes going from the 
Atlantic to the Far East, increased US production and a re-alignment 
of global refining capacity, not to mention uncertainties over Russian 
crude supply all make investment decisions difficult.  

As the year ended, it became clear that some of the major 
shipbuilders had suffered miserable years from a financial point of 
view.  In addition they were now seeing the run-off of the orderbooks 
they had so aggressively boosted a year ago.  The result seems to 
be a return to chasing what little orders there are with further price-
cutting.  So far this has not prompted another rush to the shipyards, 
but with secondhand prices still at levels which don’t match earnings, 
it might be too tempting to head back to the shipyards.  Once again, 
any sustained recovery could be hampered by that old problem, too 
much shipbuilding capacity.  
    
The Association
I would like to write this year about some of the achievements, both 
past and on going, of the Association.  These encompass many 
different areas, so I have taken just a selection to describe the wide 
variety of issues and activities that the Association takes in its stride.

• Encourages the maritime industry in Hong Kong to become an 
active and inclusive community through social events, including 
luncheons, seminars, golf competitions, yachting races, etc.  
Result:  increased inter-community activity, for both commercial 
and social gain.

ᕫⅽṱ⊤ቴ᭔ሔᝢྸ
ូᓔᆸᘣᕫⅽᲧᩚ
ᆥὐᒌ35,000ᜐᇤ /ᇽྸ
ᇡጆᗾᆙងሗᇻ⁻ፂ
20,000-25,000 ᜐᇤᇓ
᳗ྸᵳᛝỼṱ⁀ጆᓰ
ᦱᴋጒᏃᙰ₺⚃Ἅᙎྺ
៙ᨋኅᑳྸ2013 ጆᓰ
ᖔᆸᵨ᪰ᝄᭅቔᣋ
ᵱỼቴ᭔Ꮡጎ⋻ᆝྸ
᷀ᰈጷ▢᪰ᙰ▾⁝ᖔ
⋻ᆝᆫᵱዻዪྺኚᔰ
ᜐᥲᥲᇦኤᕫᩥᖔ
⁝ቆྸᆸᘣᕫⅽቴ᭔
ኡᗾᇠኚᇐᥲᢝ៑
ሯ⇧ྸ፣ᆸ᭲⁝ᗒᖔ
ᇐᥲᆸᘣᕫⅽ᪰᳚ྸ
ቈᙷᵨᖔᒬẦᮽᖔᵨ
ᕫⅽᝄᭅྸᵃᒝ䤱ቩᥲ
ᕫⅽ᪰᳚ዪងቴ᭔
ᙓ┧ጙᔏ፥ᛄྺ

ᕫⅽቴ᭔ᖔᒄሷ⍌ᷲᾹᆸᘣᕫⅽቴ᭔┭።ྸ
፣ᚅኤᕫᲬᔳᖔኅᑳᲮᑳᲮ┧ሳẦྺᆸፎᚬ
ᒌ῾ᕂᗒឝᕫᲬᔳ₶ጇᖔ⁝ቆྐྵᜐᥲኤᕫ
ᩥᖔ⁝ቆሳᇺᩝᶥᕫᩥᣋᖔᵨ⅖∁ྸ
ቆᆥᗱⓨ᮱ឝᕫᑱ⌋ᖔᇏᓖᔇ᰾᰾ᰇᆎ
ᇏ⁝ቆᆔᏮṚᐏ᰿ᖔ┧ྺ

ጆᓰྸሯᝁ᪰⁺ᤇᥐᝓᖔᖆᕬኄᨱ᮳ྺ
ጟቩྸᆎጆᗾሷ≋ᵸ᧥ᥒᖔᵨ᪰ᝄᭅዪ
ᘈᆸᚯቫྺᬫᙘᇏᦶᇏዦᒌᛄᆔ⍊ᦶᆎង
ᆾᝄᭅጹᝓᝡ⁀ᖔởྺᒌኡᗾᛄሚྸ
ᆎⅽ⃚᪰ᓛኅቃྸ፣⋂䤱ᆕሎ᪰⁀Ᾱ
ṱ⌿ጒᆘ៤Ჲᖔ⁝ᆸྸᝄᵨ᪰⏎ᚅጙᙓᆸᖔ
Ύᮀྺ⍷ᇓྸኽፙቔᙰ▾ᖔᣓṱᰟᙓቔᣋ
ጷᥥ⒕ᔏᢊ⒲ ࿏ ᪰ᣋᆝᇿᦱྺ

ᒓᵱ
Ꮭᵆ᭗ᎎᆎᆣᒓᵱᇡጆᒚᦶᖔᆎᑧጎ᭬ྸᡎᇺ
ᇏዘᖔ ᥴྸᒃ♒ቔ␟ᢲዸᆣ྾

• ṻ⎓⊧ዝᾂᖚᵱᚵᥒྸặ⋳ᝬᯠᡊᑦፌᵳ
ጎᛄᆎង≋ᵸྐྵቈ៕ᖔớ♒ྸ┭ᖚᵱᚵᥒ
ቈᙷᇴ⋖ᵱྐྵᛷᵱྐྵᤲὢᇾᩝም⎾ྐྵጄ᪰
ም⎾᰾᰾ྺᕃ྾ቆᦱᆔᖚᵱớ♒᳗ᖔᇘᥒ
ᚵᥒྸᑯᥛᥐᒬᖚᵱ⒋⒋⍊ྺ
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In the tanker market,
VLCC rates improved and 
strengthened to US$35,000 
per day in the summer, having 
bounced around between 
US$20-25,000 for the first
eight months of the year and
there is a sense of optimism 
for a strong end to the year. 
Going forward, a significant
orderbook placed at the end 
of 2013 may put pressure
on the market, certainly for 
older ships where increasingly 
values seem to be under 
pressure.  The VLCC market 
is now dominated by Chinese 
charterers, particularly 
with increased domestic 
production in the USA, but
the significant growth of the 
Chinese controlled VLCC fleet, 
in terms of both contracted 
newbuildings and anticipated
orders may well see foreign
controlled ships increasingly
restricted in this market. 

Other sectors of the tanker market followed the pattern of VLCCs, but 
the future of the oil trades is increasingly hard to predict.  Changing 
trade patterns with more long haul crude cargoes going from the 
Atlantic to the Far East, increased US production and a re-alignment 
of global refining capacity, not to mention uncertainties over Russian 
crude supply all make investment decisions difficult. 

As the year ended, it became clear that some of the major 
shipbuilders had suffered miserable years from a financial point of 
view.  In addition they were now seeing the run-off of the orderbooks
they had so aggressively boosted a year ago.  The result seems to 
be a return to chasing what little orders there are with further price-
cutting.  So far this has not prompted another rush to the shipyards, 
but with secondhand prices still at levels which don’t match earnings,
it might be too tempting to head back to the shipyards.  Once again, 
any sustained recovery could be hampered by that old problem, too
much shipbuilding capacity. 
    
The Association
I would like to write this year about some of the achievements, both 
past and on going, of the Association.  These encompass many
different areas, so I have taken just a selection to describe the wide
variety of issues and activities that the Association takes in its stride.

• Encourages the maritime industry in Hong Kong to become an 
active and inclusive community through social events, including 
luncheons, seminars, golf competitions, yachting races, etc. 
Result:  increased inter-community activity, for both commercial
and social gain.

ᕫⅽṱ⊤ቴ᭔ሔᝢྸ
ូᓔᆸᘣᕫⅽᲧᩚ
ᆥὐᒌ35,000ᜐᇤ /ᇽྸ
ᇡጆᗾᆙងሗᇻ⁻ፂ
20,000-25,000 ᜐᇤᇓ
᳗ྸᵳᛝỼṱ⁀ጆᓰ
ᦱᴋጒᏃᙰ₺⚃Ἅᙎྺ
៙ᨋኅᑳྸ2013 ጆᓰ
ᖔᆸᵨ᪰ᝄᭅቔᣋ
ᵱỼቴ᭔Ꮡጎ⋻ᆝྸ
᷀ᰈጷ▢᪰ᙰ▾⁝ᖔ
⋻ᆝᆫᵱዻዪྺኚᔰ
ᜐᥲᥲᇦኤᕫᩥᖔ
⁝ቆྸᆸᘣᕫⅽቴ᭔
ኡᗾᇠኚᇐᥲᢝ៑
ሯ⇧ྸ፣ᆸ᭲⁝ᗒᖔ
ᇐᥲᆸᘣᕫⅽ᪰᳚ྸ
ቈᙷᵨᖔᒬẦᮽᖔᵨ
ᕫⅽᝄᭅྸᵃᒝ䤱ቩᥲ
ᕫⅽ᪰᳚ዪងቴ᭔
ᙓ┧ጙᔏ፥ᛄྺ

ᕫⅽቴ᭔ᖔᒄሷ⍌ᷲᾹᆸᘣᕫⅽቴ᭔┭።ྸ
፣ᚅኤᕫᲬᔳᖔኅᑳᲮᑳᲮ┧ሳẦྺᆸፎᚬ
ᒌ῾ᕂᗒឝᕫᲬᔳ₶ጇᖔ⁝ቆྐྵᜐᥲኤᕫ
ᩥᖔ⁝ቆሳᇺᩝᶥᕫᩥᣋᖔᵨ⅖∁ྸ
ቆᆥᗱⓨ᮱ឝᕫᑱ⌋ᖔᇏᓖᔇ᰾᰾ᰇᆎ
ᇏ⁝ቆᆔᏮṚᐏ᰿ᖔ┧ྺ

ጆᓰྸሯᝁ᪰⁺ᤇᥐᝓᖔᖆᕬኄᨱ᮳ྺ
ጟቩྸᆎጆᗾሷ≋ᵸ᧥ᥒᖔᵨ᪰ᝄᭅዪ
ᘈᆸᚯቫྺᬫᙘᇏᦶᇏዦᒌᛄᆔ⍊ᦶᆎង
ᆾᝄᭅጹᝓᝡ⁀ᖔởྺᒌኡᗾᛄሚྸ
ᆎⅽ⃚᪰ᓛኅቃྸ፣⋂䤱ᆕሎ᪰⁀Ᾱ
ṱ⌿ጒᆘ៤Ჲᖔ⁝ᆸྸᝄᵨ᪰⏎ᚅጙᙓᆸᖔ
Ύᮀྺ⍷ᇓྸኽፙቔᙰ▾ᖔᣓṱᰟᙓቔᣋ
ጷᥥ⒕ᔏᢊ⒲ ࿏ ᪰ᣋᆝᇿᦱྺ

ᒓᵱ
Ꮭᵆ᭗ᎎᆎᆣᒓᵱᇡጆᒚᦶᖔᆎᑧጎ᭬ྸᡎᇺ
ᇏዘᖔ ᥴྸᒃ♒ቔ␟ᢲዸᆣ྾

• ṻ⎓⊧ዝᾂᖚᵱᚵᥒྸặ⋳ᝬᯠᡊᑦፌᵳ
ጎᛄᆎង≋ᵸྐྵቈ៕ᖔớ♒ྸ┭ᖚᵱᚵᥒ
ቈᙷᇴ⋖ᵱྐྵᛷᵱྐྵᤲὢᇾᩝም⎾ྐྵጄ᪰
ም⎾᰾᰾ྺᕃ྾ቆᦱᆔᖚᵱớ♒᳗ᖔᇘᥒ
ᚵᥒྸᑯᥛᥐᒬᖚᵱ⒋⒋⍊ྺ
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• Promotes Hong Kong’s maritime industry overseas by active 
and intelligent participation in global maritime affairs.  
Result: recognition and appreciation of the expertise of 
Hong Kong’s maritime sector in inter-governmental bodies such 
as IMO, ILO, APEC, etc. and inter-industry bodies such as ICS, 
Intertanko, BIMCO, Intercargo, IACS, IG, etc.  Further result: 
requests for participation in selective inter-Governmental 
meetings and frequent requests for meetings with United States 
and European Government officials and for opinion on important 
and essential issues.

• Joins with the HKSAR Government through the Maritime Industry 
Council to promote Hong Kong’s maritime sector overseas.  
Delegation visits in 2014 included Greece and London.  
Result: better awareness outside Hong Kong of the enduring 
strength and competitiveness of Hong Kong as one of the world’s 
major maritime centres.

• Promotes the industry locally through Maritime Awareness Weeks 
and distribution of relevant information.  Such weeks are now being 
held jointly with the Maritime Museum.  Result: increased awareness 
by the general public and politicians of the benefits of the maritime 
industry to Hong Kong, increased interest in the maritime sector as 
a career, and general awareness that the maritime industry is part of 
the solution, not the problem.

• Worked with the Liner Shipping Association to develop and 
encourage voluntary reduction in ship emissions in Hong Kong and 
work towards the necessary legislation.  Result: decreased sulphur 
emissions around the port area.  Further result: Hong Kong being 
recognized by Beijing and Guangdong as an environmental leader 
in the reduction of shipping emissions, and the introduction of 
similar measures in Shenzhen.

• ṻ≋ᵸᥙᾹᩝᡊᑦᚵᥒྸ᧥⁹ᝬᯠᖔ
ᣓṱᵳྺᕃ྾⍊ᦶᥲ‡ᙼᓯ᪗⑆࿔ᥲ‡ᡊᑦ
᪗⑆ྐྵᥲ‡ᬱᇃ᪗⑆ྐྵᑨᇿ᷹⌱ዠ፥᪗⑆᰾࿕
ᇺᥲ‡ፌᵳᒓᵱ࿔ᥲ‡ᣓṱᥛᵱྐྵ∴ከᕫⅽ
᪰ᕂᒓᵱྐྵᕥⓨዩᥲ‡ᡊᑦ᪗⑆ྐྵᥲ‡ᤶᮮ
᪰ᕂᒓᵱྐྵᥲ‡᪰ᢰᖚᒓᵱᒬᥲ‡ᗨⅠ
ᒓᵱ᳦ớ᰾࿕Ỽᝬᯠᡊᑦፌᵳᦔᵳᔇᖔῤቔᒬ
ᆔṁྺ᳁ᆎᐄᖔᕃ྾⍊⏑ᥙᾹᝁᖔᥲ‡
ᙼᓯ᪗⑆ᵱ╿ᒬ⋑⍺ቃ៥Ᾱ⎇ዠᥲᒬ₾᷌
ᙼᓯᓗឬᖔጙ┥ᝁᡊᑦṌ⒕ᖔ⅘ᵱ╿ྺ

• ᥙᾹᡠᥗᙼᓯᣓṱᰪ៙Ꮐ᪗⑆ᖔᚵᥒྸዪ
ᡊቩ᧥⁹ᝬᯠᡊᑦᵳྺ 2014 ጆሹᗇớᥥᆔ
Ꮙ⓭ᒬឌᮬྺᕃ྾ᑯᑧᥲ៑ዶዩᆔṁ
ᝬᯠ፥ᛄራᛝሯᝁᣓṱᇐላᖔ╤ᖁᆝᒬ⋯ᴋྺ

• ṻ⎓⊧ᡊᑦᲿᇺᇬᰪጙ┥Ṛ᠔ᖔᚵᥒྸ
ᗩ᳁ኄዩኊ᩵Ỽᣓṱᵳᖔᆔṁྺ┭ᡊᑦᲿ
ᚵᥒᾹᡊᑦ᬴ᖅ⋗⎇ዠ⎓⊧ྺᕃ྾ᮟᤲ
ᆔᇩ᩵ᒬᙼᘿጙ┥ᣓṱᵳỼᝬᯠᖔᤈ╛ᖔ
ᆔṁྸ⁝ቆᆔᇩ᩵ᦸᑦᣓṱᵳᖔ≮Ⅽሳᇺ
♦ᇩ᩵ᆔṁᣓṱᵳᇏᚅᬡᶣᖦྸጹᚅ
ṁᐏᥥ⒕ᖔፌᵳྺ

• Ᾱᡧⅽᒓᵱዠ፥ྸዪᝬᯠ᳕៙ᒬặ⋳᪰
᧫ᔮፁ┮ᥙᾹᝃᰠྸᬫ᪙ᗩᑯᙼᓯᒎᓖᛯ┥
ᖔᕧྺᕃ྾ዪᝬᯠᯠᥗᯪሂᆔ᩺᧫ᔮྺ
᳁ᆎᐄᖔᕃ྾ᝬᯠቊᑪᒬ⁹ᕂ᛭ᇩῤᛄ
ᣓṱᯪ᧫ሔᝢᖔ⍌ᗨ ྸᩄየᆫቃባᆔ
┭።ᝬᯠᖔ᧞ᙿྺ
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• Commenced a cadet program in Hong Kong, by encouraging 
member companies to employ Hong Kong cadets, interviewing 
and mentoring the cadets, and setting up courses to prepare 
students for their examinations.  Result: re-population of 
maritime talent in Hong Kong, being seafarers, ex-seafarers and 
shore staff.  This initiative was later supported by Government 
with the Cadet Incentive Scheme and is now being handled by 
the Maritime Professional Promotion Federation.

• Participates in seafarer education and training in Hong Kong, 
through active participation in the Maritime Services Training 
Board of the VTC and through the support of entry and 
upgrading courses.  Result: increased awareness of the necessity 
of maritime education and training, and increased number of 
youngsters considering seafaring or the maritime industry as a 
career.

• Promotes maritime arbitration in Hong Kong and a partnership 
with the London Maritime Arbitration Association.  Result: 
setting up of Hong Kong Maritime Arbitration Group and 
listing available arbitrators resident in Hong Kong, adoption of 
procedures and terms and increased arbitration appointments 
with Hong Kong as the ‘seat’ of the arbitration.

• Identifies and promotes policy areas that require Government 
attention, in order to maintain Hong Kong’s attractiveness as an 
International Maritime Centre. 

• Set up and encouraged the Maritime Employers Group and 
encouraged negotiation with local unions.  Result: the Hong 
Kong proforma CBA for members to use if they wish, rather than 
having the contract imposed by the unions, and the setting up of 
Seafarer Welfare trust funds.

As mentioned earlier, this is only a selection of some of the areas 
that the Association is engaged in.  The Association also takes on 
queries and questions from the Members, which we hope adds 
value to our Members’ operations.

Conclusion
I give a special thanks to Deputy Chairman Sabrina Chao, the 
Officers, Sham Chellaram, Zhang Liang, and Alastair MacAulay, our 
Treasurer Alan Ng, our Ex-Chairmen, and all Executive Committee 
members for volunteering their time, knowledge and expertise.
  
Finally, on behalf of the Officers and Executive Committee 
Members, I extend my thanks to Managing Director Arthur Bowring, 
Assistant Director Gilbert Feng and the team at the Secretariat.  
Their unyielding dedication and quiet efficiency remains a critical 
backbone of the Association.

Kingsley Koo
Chairman 2014/2015

• ዪᝬᯠ᳕៙ᆔỷ᪡ኖᝃᰠྸặ⋳ᵱឬᇩቜḇ⅑
ᝬᯠỷ᪡ኖྸሳᇺᝢṅᒬᙳ⇧ỷ᪡ኖ᰾ྸᑣᛄ
ᶚᬥᥙቆጸṅᖔỷ᪡ኖከᶚᬥጸṅᖔ⅓ᰶྺ
ᕃ྾⁝  ቆᆔᝬᯠᡊᑦᦔᵳᆖᇌᖔᆖᆴምᑲྸ
ቈᙷ྾ᏓᡊឬྐྵᤒᏓᡊឬᇺᓡᆥᦸᵳᆖឬ᰾ྺ
ងᝃᰠᙘᑳᦶᒌᙼᓯᖔሐᙰྸከᆔᣓᡊ
⇥ឬ⃞⋳ᝃệྸṃᝃệኚᡊᑦᦔᇌ᧥⁹⎇᷌
ᝇྺ

• ṻᝬᯠᵳᤀℐᏀᡊᑦᔽᥐᵳᤀℐᓄឬᵱྸ
≋ᵸᥙᾹᆔᝬᯠᡊឬ᧵ᐾᒬᤀᖔᇃ፥ྺᕃ྾
ᮟᤲᆔᣓᡊ᧵ᐾᒬᤀቻᝁᔇᖔῤ─ྸጸ₁
ᦸᑦᣓᡊᔋᣓṱᵳᖔጆΏᆖ₪ጙᔏ⁝ቆྺ

• ᗩ᳁ᝬᯠዩᥗᖔᡊᑦኻᔽᥐሳᇺᾹឌᮬᡊᑦ
ኻᒓᵱᙏከᆔỦፗ┥ᗲྺᕃ྾ጎከᆔᝬᯠ
ᡊᑦኻᆾ᪗ᑣẪትኄዩᡊᑦኻឬᖔዟᭅྸ
ᓖᆔᛯ┥ᖔᰶᏊᒬኼྸ⁝ቆᆔᦕᝬᯠᙳᓖ
ᛄኻዩ⏽ᖔងᠥ₪ྺ

• ᓖᒬᗩ᳁ᆔ․ᝁሊᤉᙼᓯᲑᖔᡎᇺᗨᙰ
ᝬᯠᥲ‡ᣓṱᇐላ᎑ሊᆝᖔᙼ᰿ ᥴྺ

• ᗩ᳁ጎከᆔᡊᑦỂሯᆾ᪗ᑣặ⋳ᆾ᪗ᥙቆᾹ
ኄዩᇃᵱᖔⅎ፵ྺᕃ྾ᒎᓖᆔᑱᵱឬᇩቜ
⊪⇺ᑯኗᖔ᳦♒ᒓ╿ℇኄྸጹᗝኚᇃᵱዪᡊឬ
Ểኗᒓ╿ᆥྸዘ᠗ᙏከᆔᡊឬᾀ፶ᗡ
ᗑྺ

ሳᆥᚅᒓᵱኡᗾᦸᑦᇃ፥ᖔᆎᬀዀྺᒓᵱ⏎
ᝇዦ᱃ᵱឬᖔ⊏ṏᒬὭᥥྸᏝᏉᨋᵱ⁝ቆ
ᒓᵱᵱឬᔽᥐᖔ᎙ᗑྺ

ῢ
Ꮭዪጟᡠ፴ᵅ⎷ῶጇᔷ᥎ሯ៥ྸSham Chellaram

ኖྐྵᦰᐿኖᇺᬠᐆᩞኖ᰾ᤲᆖឬྸ⏎ጙ
Ꮭᖔቜ៧ᎉឌኖྸᏝᖔᗾኽሯ៥ሳᇺ
ᔏጙፌᓄឬᵱጎឬྸᵅ⎷፦ሴቃᖔ᠗᳗ྐྵ
ᖘ─ᒬᦔᵳᵃᑃྺ

ᬫᙘྸᏝ⑦ሹᗇᒓᵱᤲᇺፌᓄឬᵱྸỼᢠ
ᖔፌḣᑦቈἭኖྐྵ፺ᩞፌḣᑦ᳴ᑮኖ
ሳᇺሷᖔớ᳚ᗇእᵅ⎷ྺሷᇏᓜᇏₜᖔᒽ╛
ᾕᢖᒬዿ⋌ᤲ᠒ᖔᇃ፥Ἅᙎᚅᒓᵱᖔᝁሐᚍྺ

2014/15 ጆᙎሯ៥
◠ᙏᵨ
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